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Flexible Work Policy

Section 1 - Purpose
(1) The purpose of this policy is to explain how RMIT can support employees to work more flexibly to balance personal
and professional obligations, and to provide people managers with guidance about what to do when employees
request flexibility at work.

Section 2 - Overview
(2) RMIT recognises the importance of formal and informal flexible working arrangements in maintaining a diverse and
adaptable workforce and will assess all employee requests for flexible working arrangements related to any personal
attribute, balancing work, life and family needs.

(3) This policy addresses formal flexibility – for example, moving to part-time arrangement, purchasing additional
leave, compressed workdays, altered start and finish times, job-sharing a role, changing or splitting shifts, or working
remotely. However, if the need for flexibility arises from an injury or rehabilitation program also see the Health, Safety
and Wellbeing Policy.

Section 3 - Scope
(4) This policy applies to all employees of the RMIT Group.

Section 4 - Policy
Principles

(5) RMIT recognises the importance of fit for purpose, personalised, flexible working arrangements that foster and
encourage a diverse and adaptable workforce. We encourage everyone working at the University to be creative in
establishing ways of working that suit their roles and teams as well as balance your life outside RMIT

(6) RMIT supports flexibility for a range of reasons and does not value or prioritise one reason for requesting flexibility
over another, except where the law requires.

(7) Safety is RMIT’s priority in managing flexible work requests and arrangements.

(8) RMIT will conduct regular analysis of the take up of flexibility working options and workplace adjustments to
identify improvements and promote flexible working options available to staff and managers including by gender
diversity of participation and employment type.

Access to a Flexible Work Arrangement

(9) Employees covered by an enterprise agreement or awards have the options and any limits around flexibility that
exist in that award or agreement. 
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(10) Some employees have a legal right to request flexible work arrangements and to have those requests met in
certain circumstances. It’s especially important to seek advice from RMIT People if the request falls into one of the
following categories:

parents or carers of children of school age needing flexibility to look after the family needsa.
carers needing flexibility to fulfil their carer responsibilitiesb.
an employee living with a disabilityc.
an employee who is aged 55 or olderd.
an employee who is experiencing violence from a family member, or who’s providing care and support for ane.
immediate family member or house-sharer who is experiencing violence from a family member.

(11) Flexible arrangements are specific to circumstances. If circumstances change then the flexible arrangements may
need to be reviewed and modified. A potential change in role should always prompt a discussion to review any flexible
arrangement in place before the new role is offered.

Responsibilities

(12) Employees looking for flexible work arrangements are required to discuss their request with their manager.
Requests can be made in writing, or as requested by the manager.

(13) Managers are required to ensure direct reports:

are aware of flexible work arrangements, and actively promote the availability of flexible work arrangements,a.
considering how positions in their team can be worked flexibly.
are supported in their request and measure uptake of flexible working arrangements both formal and informal.b.

(14) Managers of an employee requesting flexible work arrangements have a responsibility to:

listen carefully to the requesta.
ask questions to understand why flexibility is neededb.
genuinely consider whether they can agree to the request or meet the need in a different way, including byc.
seeking advice from RMIT People and their management line
explain decisions about the request clearly in writing.d.

(15) Managers are not obliged to agree to a request for flexibility. In some circumstances, it simply won’t be possible,
either because of restrictions contained in the employee’s enterprise agreement, or because of operational
requirements or the needs of other employees.

Where a request is refused, managers need to have a reasonable business rationale for doing so. RMIT Peoplea.
can provide advice on how to test this – sometimes a trial arrangement can help establish whether something is
viable.

Record Keeping

(16) If a request for a flexible work arrangement is approved, this should be clearly documented in writing. The
documentation must record the duration of the arrangement, and any trial or review periods that apply.

Review

(17) This policy will be reviewed every three years in accordance with the Policy Governance Framework.
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Section 5 - Procedures and Resources
(18) Refer to the following documents which are established in accordance with this policy:

Work Adjustment Procedurea.
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Glossary Terms and Definitions

"RMIT Group" - The University, its controlled entities and strategic investment vehicles (known as the RMIT Group).


